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Abstract 

Sound and noise play a crucial role in our everyday life and also in industry to
day. Sound visualization helps industry in many aspects such as low noise de
sign or even studying the vibrational behavior of machineries or structures. Dif
ferent sound imaging methods exist based on the requirement of the industry. 
Among all these methods, Planar Near-field Acoustical Holography (PNAH) pro
vides more detailed information about interconnected noise-vibration characteriza
tion which allows to discover a 3D sound field information from 2D measurements. 
This method is a full-field and non-contact measurement method that opened new 
worlds of research for a wide variety of objects. In acoustical holography tech
niques, the acoustic field quantities (including pressure, particle velocity, and in
tensity) which are gained from 2D measurements (at a surface called hologram) 
are used to find a 3D sound field information at any point in the space. While 
most industrial environments are reverberant, the preassumption of free field is 
the main challenge for applicability of PNAH in industry. Different methods has 
been proposed before to overcome this problem hut most successful methods used 
dual surface holography. This research tries to solve the mentioned problem fora 
specific case and answer the question that if acoustical holography is possible in 
reflective fields using one layer of hologram or not. 

The specific case studied in this thesis is a vibrating plate that emits sound waves 
as source of sound while a completely reflective block in front of and parallel to 
it reflects back the waves. In addition, the reflected waves encounter the source 
surface too in their way back and reflect again so reflection from these two surfac;es 
occurs successively and constructs the reflective field. 

Reflection as the most important phenomenon in reverberant fields is named and 
introduced, also the main theories about reflection phenomenon are presented. The 
reflection phenomenon can be explained by two different theories, namely specu
lar and diffuse reflections. In this thesis, just specular reflection where the law of 
reflection applies is considered to explain the sound wave behavior after encoun
tering obstacles. Sound imaging method is selected between different theories to 
model specular reflection. Based on this modeling applied for specific case ex
plained above, adapted propagator is presented to overcome the infinite reflection 
effect. 

Numerical simulations are done based on presented model and the results are stud
ied in details to draw conclusions. The effect of frequency, the distance between 



source and hologram (a) and the distance between source and reflecting harrier (d) 
is studied. Based on these results, the difference in reconstructing velocity by free 
field and adapted propagator is studied too and finally the results are validated 
experimentally. 

In experimental validation, scan-based holography is utilized to compare recon
struction in reflective fields using adapted and free field propagators with recon
struction in free field using free field propagator. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This chapter presents motivation for this project and an introduction into different 
sound and noise identification methods especially near-field acoustical hologra
phy and measurement field interpolation. Research objectives and goals are also 
presented as an outline and general approach for the remaining chapters of this 
thesis. 

1.1 Motivation 

Sounds are surrounding our lives more and more. They can be categorized in many 
branches; some of them are entertaining while others are annoying and unwanted 
which are called noise. Noises can be even destroying and harmful that forces 
the industry to invest on low-noise design strategies due to lowering noise pollu
tion policy. Also gathering information about the sound which is emitting from 
machineries and detecting their sources in industry can result in minimizing un
wanted vibrational behavior of mechanica} components to lead to less wear or de
tect unbalanced parts which will result in increased efficiency of whole system and 
life-time of individual sections. On the other hand, communicative and functional 
sounds are desired ones that their increased quality is the goal of industry. Detect
ing sound (neglecting any essence that it possesses, rather desired or undesired) is 
becoming more and more crucial these days in order to optimize the functionality 
of different industrial systems. Human ears have the potential to detect a wide 
range of frequencies as well as direction of it in free field while they are unable to 
recognize the direction in an interior space. On the other hand, the ear is unable 
to characterize the dynamica} behavior of a vibrating source when the information 
about the vibration induced noise is needed in many applications as like as low 
noise design. There do exist some methods which identify the noise sources which 
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Introduction 

will be introduced hut Near-field Acoustical Holography (NAH) is one of the most 
powerful ones. Although NAH is one of the most powerful methods, it has its 
own limitations and challenges. One of the most important challenges and sources 
of error in this specific method is the presence of echoic environments. This study 
tries to improve the planar NAH (PNAH) method in interior fields where reflection 
exists. 

1.2 Background 

One can name medical ultrasonic diagnosis, nondestructive evaluations and test
ing, sound navigation imaging, SONAR and other underwater acoustic imaging as 
some sound imaging applications. Identifying the root causes of undesirable vibra
tions and noises which are dependant on the relation between noise and vibration 
is the main goal which has applications in many rich industries such as automotive, 
aircraft, appliance and machinery manufacturers. 

Noise identification has various methods from very simple to completely complex 
ones which provide general or more detailed information about the noise source 
and its dynamica! behavior based on the industry requirement. It is well known 
that finding out the exact source of a sound is a tough challenge. Since the early 
1960s, a number of methods are proposed, developed and used in numerous in
dustries. Inverse acoustic methods are one of the best known techniques in noise 
identification. In inverse acoustics, sound radiation properties are measured at a 
certain distance from the source and used to find sound distribution somewhere 
between source and measurement area. 

Various methods are developed in this way. One can name beamforming [l], dual 
microphone intensity measurements [2] inverse frequency response function meth
ods [3], inverse finite-element [4] as some of methods that provide more details 
about the source while more simple techniques do exist too which measure just the 
sound pressure level by a microphone or measure sound intensity. The differences 
between these methods is studied in different researches and they can be found in 
references such as [5, 6, 7]. 

At the same time, each general method can split in more different branches based 
on the geometry or mathematica! approach in solving the solution. For instance 
acoustical holography can be divided in planar or spherical holography or different 
versions of holography might use SON AH (statistically optimal near-field acoustic 
holography) while all of them are categorized as near-field acoustical holography 
techniques. 

Beside different techniques, NAH provides detailed information about intercon
nected noise-vibration characterization. In this method all acoustic quantities such 
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Introduction 

as pressure, particle velocity or sound intensity can be reconstructed in a 3D space 
by measuring sound pressure on a measurement surface (hologram). 

1.3 Problem Statement 

This thesis focusses on PNAH in the presence of a completely reflecting surface 
while the source itself is reflecting too. Different solutions exist for performing 
PNAH in reflective fields such as dual surface holography or wave separation tech
nique. Feasibility of PNAH at presence of reflecting surface by just one layer of 
hologram is the main question of this study. A solution for solving this problem 
is proposed, after studying the proposed solution numerically and by MATLAB 
simulations, applicability of this method will be the subject as the next question. 
Effectiveness of the technique is examined by doing experiments. 

1.3.1 Planar Near-field Acoustical Holography (PNAH) 

The word "holography" is derived from Greek roots meaning "complete writing". 
The idea is that every part of "the writing" contains information about the whole. 
Planar acoustical holography proposed in mid 1960s which allows to discover a 
3D sound field information from 2D measurements. In this inverse problem (the 
direct problem would be constructing pressure field at a specific distance from the 
source velocity field), the measured acoustic parameters (pressure and/ or particle 
velocity) on a specific plane, which is parallel to the source and has a specific dis
tance from it (called hologram) will be related to source acoustical properties such 
as pressure, velocity or intensity. lt is crucial to note that when evanescent waves 
are present, the sound field should be measured very close to the sources of inter
est since evanescent waves decay exponentially by increasing the distance so the 
measurements that have been done in far distances from the source have lost some 
useful data which were hidden in decayed evanescent waves. Tries to overcome 
this source of error leaded to near-field acoustical holography that developed in 
1980 by Williams. 

While most industrial environments are reverberant, the preassumption of a free 
field is the main challenge for applicability of PNAH in industry. This research 
tries to solve the problem for specific case by introducing an adapted propagator. 

1.4 Overview 

The main goal in this master thesis is to investigate if PNAH is possible in the 
presence of reflecting surfaces with just one layer of hologram or not. In this way, 
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Introduction 

reflection is the main challenge. After studying the reflection phenomenon, the 
assumptions will be set and a specific kind of reflection (specular reflection) will 
be considered. Based on the assumed reflection phenomenon, the problem will 
be modeled and as a result infinite number of reflections should be taken into ac
count. Based on the model, the solution for the mentioned problem is proposed. 
Adapted propagator will be explained as an answer to the problem which consid
ers the effect of infinite reflections in propagator. After finding a solution for the 
mentioned problem, numerical simulations are done to study the solution in more 
details. Practicality of the proposed solution will be examined by experiments. 

In chapter 2, basic formulations in acoustics are reviewed and fundamental infor
mation about PNAH roots, steps, sources of error and possible solutions are briefly 
mentioned. 

In chapter 3, reflection as the main challenge in PNAH at industrial environments 
is introduced and briefly studied. Then a short review is presented based on the 
prior works performed for doing PNAH in reverberant fields. Reflective pressure 
field at presence of infinite, rigid surface with reflection factor R = 1 is constructed 
and based on that, improved propagator for velocity reconstruction is introduced. 
Numerical modeling and simulation are performed with adding noise and conclu
sions are drawn. 

In chapter 4, experiments are performed. First a pre-study is done on desired plate 
by FEM, then PNAH is done in free field and at last PNAH at presence of reflecting 
plate is fulfilled and the result will be compared with previous experiment in free 
field. 

At last hut not least in chapter 5, conclusions are drawn and recommendations for 
future work are presented. 
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Chapter 2 

Planar Near-Field Acoustical 
Holography in Free Field 

In this chapter, an introduction into acoustics is given. In the following section an 
overview of the basic and crucial equations of sound emission are presented. This 
basic knowledge provides us with foundation of near-field acoustical holography 
(NAH) in which a measured sound field is back propagated in time and space to re
construct the source characteristics: velocity, sound pressure or intensity. Different 
geometries of sources result in different implementations of NAH, being planar, 
cylindrical or even spherical. In this thesis planar near-field acoustical hologra
phy (PNAH) is utilized in free field and also in the presence of reflecting surfaces. 
The main challenges in PNAH are mentioned and existing solutions are presented 
briefly. Finally the whole strategy in doing PNAH is presented to have a better 
overview. 

2.1 Sound radiation concepts 

In order to grasp the foundations of Fourier acoustics, fundamentals of sound ra
diation is reviewed [8, 9]. The basic equation in sound radiation is the wave equa
tion. If p( x, y, z, t) represents an infinitesimal variation of acoustic pressure from 
its equilibrium magnitude, then by assuming homogeneous fluid without viscosity, 
wave equation would be 

(2.1) 

Euler's equation is the second important equation in acoustics 
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ao .... 
Poat = -'vp. (2.2) 

where v = ui+ vJ + wÎc, po is density of medium and cis speed of sound in the 
medium. 

It is beneficia! to consider both equations in the frequency domain which will lead 
to steady state solutions through Fourier transformations that would finally guide 
to the plane wave concept. In this way the Helrnholtz equation will represent wave 
equation in steady state as 

(2.3) 

where k = ~, w = 2nf and pis p(x,y,z,w) and also Euler's equation in frequency 
domain would be 

iwpov = fjp. (2.4) 

The solution to the Helrnholtz equation can be determined as 

(2.5) 

and in time domain that would be 

(2.6) 

As this equation should satisfy Helmholtz equation, so the following relation 
should be satisfied 

(2.7) 
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Figure 2.1: Vibrations of surface as sound source and assumed coordinates with respect to 
source. 

If one considers that variation in pressure is due to defined vibrations of a surface, 
and the coordinate system is assumed as presented in figure 2.1, then kx and ky of 
propagating pressure wave obey kx, ky of the vibrating surface in other words they 
are free to take any value hut k2 is dependent on them. The direction of a plane 
wave is given by kas k = kxz + kyj + kzÎc. 

2.1.1 Propagating, Evanescent waves and Coincidence 

k2 defines propagation of the pressure wave in z direction. In the special case that 
kx = ky = 0, plane waves propagate only in the z direction. 

Based on the above equations it is obvious that k2 = ± Jk2 - ki - k~. One can 

easily understand that k2 can be real (positive or negative), zero or complex. In the 
case that k2 is real, pressure waves are called propagating waves. These waves are 
also called supersonic waves, since the velocity of structural wave in x, y directions 
is higher than the velocity of sound in air. 

When pressure waves travel parallel to the (x,y) plane, two situation can be imag
ined which is different from propagating waves. This situation occurs when k2 is 
zero or complex. The direction of these kind of waves is defined by k = kxz + kyj. 

Transition from supersonic to subsonic waves occurs when k2 = 0 and it is called 
coincidence. 

The last kind of waves are evanescent waves when k2 is complex. This concept 
can be seen better in k-space and with the help of radiation circle (a circle which is 
defined by k2 = ki+ k:). As a conclusion, radiation circle determines three different 
regions as illustrated in figure 2.2. If the point in wave number domain (kx, ky) is 
inside the radiation circle, or k2 > ki+ k:, the acoustic wave is propagating wave 
and k2 is real. If the standing point in k - domain is on the circle, or k2 = ki + k:, 
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then coincidence happens and kz = 0. The last region is where standing point is 
outside the radiation circle, or k2 < ki + kr In this situation, the acoustic wave is 
an evanescent wave and kz is complex. 

ky 

kx 

Figure 2.2: The radiation circle determines whether the acoustic wave is evanescent, prop
agating or coincidence has happend. 

With the above explanation and considering equation (2.6) without time depen
dency, can reveal the difference between propagating and evanescent waves. Using 
a condensed notation, we have: 

Condensed formulation of pressure in propagating wave, 

(2.8) 

Condensed formulation of pressure in evanescent wave 

(2.9) 

where kz = Jki + k~ - k2
. 

Evanescent waves die out in space exponentially (in planar coordinates) as z in
creases while propagating waves keep their amplitude constant by getting far from 
source and just change their phases, this explanation is shown in figure 2.3. Con
sidering this fact and the noise level present in environment, near and far field are 
defined. If acoustic level amplitude would be plotted against distance from source, 
as explained, the propagating waves keep their constant amplitude while evanes
cent waves level decay. If the noise amplitude level would be constant too, then 
the regions where their distances to source are lower or equal to the distance that 
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(a) Evanescent 
waves die out with 
increasing distance 
from source 

z 

- -

- --- ---
- - - - -=- -

(b) Propagating waves keep 
their constant value while dis
tance increases 

Figure 2.3: Evanescent and Propagating waves 

evanescent amplitude level equals noise level, are called near-field and farther re
gions are far field . Tuis explanation is illustrated in figure 2.4. 

Acoustlc 
level 
amplitude 

i 

Noise level 

dlstance trom : source ----• evanescent wave 
1 

nearfield --.- farlield 

Figure 2.4: Acoustic level amplitudes as a function of the distance from the source for 
propagating and evanescent waves 

2.2 Planar Near-field Acoustical Holography:The inverse 
problem 

The inverse problem is defined as a solution for relating surface velocity to pres
sure field. Planar acoustical holography which has the objective to solve the above 
inverse problem appeared in mid 1960s. In this inverse problem, the measured 
acoustic parameters (pressure and/ or particle velocity) on a specific plane, which 
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is parallel to source and has a specific distance from it (called hologram) will be re
lated to source identifications such as particle velocity or pressure and intensity. lt 
is crucial to note that because of presence of evanescent waves, sound field should 
be measured very close to the sources of interest since evanescent waves decay ex
ponentially by increasing the distance as can be seen from the equation 2.9. Because 
of this fact, near-field acoustical holography appeared in 1980. 

Complete details for governing propagator and equations in PNAH can be found 
in [8]. Based on brief introductory presented above and suppressing the harmonie 
time dependency the following relationship is found: 

or (2.10) 

where 

F = J+oo 1+00 dx dy e-ikxxe-ikyy I r-1 = (...1..)2 J+oo J+oo dx dy eikxxeikyy 
-oo -oo 2n -oo -oo 

and G = pek eiJk2-k/d k 2 = k 2 + k 2_ 
N Jki-k/ I p X y 

GN is the reconstruction propagator that relates velocity and pressure fields in fre
quency domain and P(kx,ky,zh), W(kx,ky,zs) are Fourier transformations of the 
pressure at hologram plane location (zh) and the velocity domain of source. 

In NAH, generally the following steps should be executed [8, 9]. Although because 
of presence of error sources and in order to decrease the error to have more precise 
results, some other steps will be added which will be mentioned in the next section: 

1. Measure the pressure at hologram p(x, y, zh) 

2. Compute its Fourier transform P(kx,ky,zh) 

3. Multiply by the inverse propagator that relates P with W(kx, ky,zs) 

4. Compute the inverse Fourier transforms to have velocity in space domian, 
w(x,y,zs) 

2.3 Sources of Error in PNAH 

Three sources of error emerge in practice when physical limitations are present. 
These sources and some solutions to compensate these effects are explained below 
briefly. 
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2.3.1 Finiteness of hologram dimensions and border padding: 

As it can be seen, the formulas provided in the inverse problem to achieve sur
face normal velocity from measured pressure contain infinite integrals, which has 
the physical meaning that the hologram plane is infinitely large. In application, 
we always face finite array of sensors which contradicts with this assumption and 
causes some errors especially in the case that aperture size is smaller than the orig
inal source. 

In this case, the measured pressure becomes a finite matrix. So F and f- 1 (the Fouri
err and inverse Fourier transformed operators) that introduced before in equation 
(2.10), which are interpretation of Fourier and inverse Fourier transformations will 
be defined as transformations of matrices. Also the propagator (GN) will become 
a diagonal matrix and this is because of the fact that the holograms are finite in 
practice and measure discontinuously. In other words the equations presented in 
equation (2.10) are exact but in NAH reconstruction process, the infinite integrals 
should be replaced by finite integrals that are determined over the finite measure
ment array. Furthermore all finite integrals are discretized and the Fourier and in
verse Fourier transformed operators become matrix multiplication. The discretized 
pressure and velocity are shown by Pd, wd. After discretization, equation (2.10) can 
be rewritten in matrix form with a column vector of pressure and velocity and a 
diagonal matrix of G as, 

(2.11) 

where p-1, F represent matrices. 

Tuis limitation in the measured hologram data leads to leakage in the k-space [10]. 
Several solutions can be found in the literature, SONAH (Statistically Optimized 
Near-field Acoustical Holography) and Patch-NAH are some of the most well 
known procedures that can be found in detail in [11, 12]. Another approach is to 
pre-process the hologram data before taking FFT and solving the inverse problem 
by extending the hologram virtually and extrapolating the measured data which is 
called border padding. In this way three approaches will be introduced from the 
simplest one to the most effective one. lt is worthful to mention again that these 
three approaches should be applied to hologram data and before taking FFT. These 
procedures are illustrated in following figures and in 1-D to have a better grasp. In 
all figures, the thin black line is the original data which is only measured within 
the region delimited by the dotted lines and the thick black line is the result of the 
procedure which should be fed to FFT [10]. 

Windowing and zero padding: 

In this procedure the original data is windowed and then zeros are added to the 
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~~ 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2.5: 2-dimensional illustration of pre-Fourier conditioning of hologram data. (a) 
Zero-padding, (b) Basic Border-padding, (c) Linear Predictive Border-padding. [10) 

left and to the right in order to avoid distortion due to the periodicity implicit in 
the FFT. 

Basic border padding: 

The measured data is extrapolated to left and right by constant values and then the 
whole extended data would be filtered using a window function. Usually Tukey 
window is used, since it does not change the central part (original measured data) 
hut gradually leads the outer part to zero in a smooth way. The thick gray line in 
the figure below represents the extended aperture which should be windowed. 

Linear Predictive Border-Padding (LPBP) [10]: 

The basic idea behind this procedure is to make a continuous and smooth transition 
between the original data and the extended hologram. This goal is fulfilled by 
generating the data outside the hologram data based on original given data (thick 
gray line) and then pass extended data through a window to make edges zero. In 
LPBP in order to generate extended data firstly a pth order autoregressive model 
is used by Burg method to fit to one row or column of measured hologram data 
to calculate the impulse response coefficients ai. Using these coefficients and the 
general form difference function fora direct form Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) 
filter results in: 

p+l 

Pb(xs) = - L lliPb(Xs-i) + p(xs) 
i= l 

This procedure has been selected as border-padding method in this thesis. 

2.3.2 Error amplification in backtracking and regularization 

(2.12) 

It is well known that because of the existence of strongly decaying evanescent 
waves, reconstruction of the normal surface velocity by means of measured pres-
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sures near a vibrating structure is an ill-posed inverse problem. Considering the 
fact that measured pressure data contains noise and the presence of exponentially 
decaying evanescent waves (in planar coordinates) leads to exponential-like un
necessary amplifications in the reconstructed velocity that explains the roots of this 
ill-posed problem. Regularization is a solution that tries to solve this ill-posed prob
lem. The basic idea of regularization is to set a low pass filter in k-space to eliminate 
the small wavelength (high k) evanescent waves that increase the error because of 
noise amplification in the inversion process[13]. Basically each filter is defined by 
its shape and break point. One should keep in mind that up to now none of the 
regularization methods is known as the best method because of the dependency of 
the characteristics of inversion problem on the physics of the problem. Landweber 
iteration, standard Tikhonov procedure and an improved version of it and the con
jugate gradient approach are some of robust and famous regularization methods 
that determine the shape of the filter. Discrepency principle of Morozov and gener
alized cross validation (GCV) are two procedures that determine the break point of 
the k-space filter. The first needs knowledge on the noise variance but the second 
does not. More details about regularization techniques can be found in literature 
[13]. 

2.3.3 Presence of other sources or reflecting Surfaces 

One of the most important assumptions in doing PNAH is that there do exist no 
other sources above the original source. Violating this assumption is another source 
of error since usually the environments are assumed anechoic or at least semi
anechoic which is not usually the case in industrial environments and neglecting 
other sources can cause high errors in reconstruction process. The main goal in this 
thesis is to find a solution for this problem in specific situations. A short review on 
this problem and its solutions will be presented in the next chapter. 

2.4 Scan-based N ear-field Acoustical Holography 

In order to make proper reconstructions, it is required that the sound field on the 
hologram surface be fully coherent. Tuis constraint comes from the Helmholtz 
equation. A coherent field means there is a constant phase relationship between 
every pair of points in the field. Measuring the sound field at all points on the holo
gram surface simultaneously is one way to assure the coherent field requirement. 
This approach is called "snap-shot" approach. This approach is often impractical 
since a large number of measurement points (and thus microphones) is required. 

In order to reduce the number of microphones required to execute a complete mea
surement, Scan-based Near-field Acoustical Holography has been proposed to vi-
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sualize statistically stationary noise sources. Scan-based NAH measurements are 
performed in situations where the number of desired measurement positions ex
ceeds the number of available microphones or when the resolution in pressure 
measurements in not fine enough and one requires to decrease the distance be
tween each two adjacent measurements in array. In this method the microphone 
grid is scanned or moved from position to position across the entire measurement 
grid, remaining stationary at each scan position to record signals [14]. 

In the mentioned approach, the coherence requirement is satisfied by using a ref
erence signal to align the phase across multiple scans. For solid structures, only 
one reference signal is needed to apply scan based NAH since the source is usually 
very coherent. However, in some cases incoherent sources are present in measure
ment environment too. In this case, a multi reference signal method should be used 
[15, 16] because one reference signal is not able to correct the phase shift anymore. 
In this case selecting the proper location and position of reference microphones is 
important. 

2.5 Concl usion 

Different methods exist for noise identification. PNAH is one of the most powerful 
ones. As explained before, in the inverse problem, reconstruction of normal veloc
ity of vibrating plate from given pressure field is desired. Based on the discussed 
problems that occur in PNAH and the suggested solutions which are mentioned 
in the literature survey, filtering and border padding should be done in addition 
to the steps listed in section 2.2. Also it is always desired to use less measurement 
points (less microphones) which results in less expenses. In order to achieve this 
goal, scan-based acoustical holography has been introduced briefly for the cases 
that hologram dimensions are smaller than the source dimensions. So for solving 
inverse problem by having the pressure data from measured hologram apertures 
(or solving direct problem), the following steps should be taken: 

1. If the region of interest is larger than the hologram size, scan-based NAH 
should be done to measure pressure field on the desired region. 

2. Extend the hologram data (p(x,y,zh)) by LPBP. The Tukey window can be 
used as the filter that explained before in LPBP. 

3. Compute the angular spectrum P(kx,ky,zh) of the extended hologram. 

4. Multiply by the inverse propagator that relates P with W(kx, ky, z5 ) 

5. Filter the computed W(kx, ky, z5 ) by a low pass filter in k domain to overcome 
the problem of error amplification in backtracking evanescent waves. 
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6. Compute the inverse transforms w( x, y, z5 ) 

7. Remove the data which corresponds to the extended part and keeping the 
velocity of the points that are under the hologram. 
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Chapter 3 

PNAH in interior spaces 

As mentioned in the previous chapter in order to visualize noise sources, near-field 
acoustical holography is used by means of pressure measurements in spaces that 
are assumed to be anechoic or at least semi-anechoic. In this method, the acoustical 
properties such as pressure, velocity or intensity are propagated from hologram 
(region of pressure measurements) to the locations which are closer or to the source 
itself. More detailed mathematica! derivations and relations in addition to some 
practical issues can be found in references such as [8, 9, 19]. 

The traditional relation between particle velocity at source and pressure at holo
gram which is given by the famous Rayleigh's first integral (or other forms of 
traditional acoustical holography relations), remains accurate at the environments 
which are anechoic or at least semi-anechoic (Tuis anechoic constraint can be trans
lated to existence of no other source (real or imaginary) above the original source 
in Rayleigh's integral which is explained further in the next sections). On the other 
hand, the industrial environments are rarely free field. Reverberation is the phe
nomenon that degrades the reconstruction accuracy of acoustical holography sim
ply because the assumptions are not true anymore in these environments. Rever
beration can be defined as the contribution of one or more reflections from harriers 
that are located at the midway of emitting sound waves from the source. After this 
short introduction, reflection can be reviewed as the main challenge in PNAH. By 
the next step, basic concepts about reflection are reviewed. Also previous efforts 
that tried to apply acoustical holography in industrial and reverberant environ
ments are reviewed briefly. 

The new modeling for reflective environment in the presence of one reflecting har
rier is presented and simulations are done for different situations. The effect of 
acoustic wave frequency, the distance between source and hologram (a) and the 
distance between source and reflecting harrier (d) are studied. Conclusions and 
results are drawn to be used in practical validation. 
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Figure 3.1: NAH in free field and reverberant field. (a) Conventional NAH, (b) The wave 
separation at presence of disturbing source or reflections [22]. 

3.1 Review on Prior Works and Studies 

Different studies have been done to find solutions for acoustical holography in en
vironments where outgoing and incoming (reflected) waves are combined together 
and make a reverberant field. Some of these techniques are briefly reviewed below. 

Langrenne [25], Collins [29], Jacobsen [26], Hald [27], and Bi [28] are some of 
the people who developed techniques for separating the incoming and outgo
ing waves. The common point in all these studies is that they use two closely
spaced parallel arrays of pressure measurements and have reconstructed the acous
tic field using different methods, including statistically optimized near-field acous
tical holography (SONAH), the inverse-boundary element method (IBEM), and an 
equivalent source method or by using energy density. The difference between con
ventional NAH and dual surface holography to separate waves is illustrated in 
figure 3.1. 

The basic concept in this method is that the total sound field is constructed by 
superposition of outgoing waves that travel from the vibrating plate and incoming 
waves that come back as reflection. Separating incoming and outgoing waves is 
the ultimate goal in this method which is done by combining transfer functions 
between particle velocity at source and measured pressure at hologram surfaces. 
Thus by dual surface acoustical holography, the effective anechoic pressure (solely 
the contribution from the outgoing waves) can be derived [17, 18, 19, 22] or: 

,H = (Hu H12) 
H21 H22 

(3.1) 

The matrix H;j is the transfer function between the normal particle velocity on the 
source plane j and the sound pressure on the hologram i. Reconstruction can be 
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done on a different surface rather than the source surface as illustrated in figure 
3.1. As it is seen, by a set of equations, two unknown can be derived by two known 
varia bles. 

Jacobsen [30] has shown the possibility of using a single layer pressure-velocity 
measurement instead of a double layer pressure measurement. 

The aim of this study is to evaluate the possibility to reconstruct the velocity field 
in reverberant field defined by specific conditions using just one layer of pressure 
measurement. 

One can mention other found solutions: The Helmholtz Integral Equation for inte
rior problems is also presented in [8] . In [9] different approaches are mentioned. It 
is said that if some information about the environmental characteristics is at hand, 
(for example, if measurements are made on a source near a rigid wall, then the 
hologram data might be processed with eigenfunctions cosk2 (z - Zwan) rather than 
exp(ik2 z) ) then field measurements and reconstruction is possible. Another ap
proach is a system of images that may be used in an iterative or variational pro
cessing technique in order to find a field solution consistent with the hologram 
measurement and environment. 

Weinreich and Arnold presented their approach for spherical holograms in [19]. 
Spherical holograms are studied in other works too which can be found on [23, 24]. 

3.2 Reflection 

When a wavefront changes its direction at the interface between different media 
and returns to the medium from which it originated, reflection has occurred. It is 
well known that when a wave impinges on a harrier surface, some part of the wave 
is reflected back, some part is transmitted to the second media or absorbed by it. In 
this way the reflection factor is defined as the ratio between the reflected wave and 
the incident wave which contains the information about phase shift and amplitude 
of the reflected wave comparing with incident wave. Two different phenomena 
exist in reflection [20], namely: 

1. Specular Reflection 

2. Diffuse Reflection 

Specular reflection happens only for infinite reflecting surfaces with uniform 
impedance distribution and also considering the pre-assumption of plane waves 
or in other words when the dimensions of the surface are large enough comparing 
with the wavelength of the source. The most important law in specular reflection 
is that the angle which the incident wave and the reflected wave make with the 
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normal are equal. Tuis law can be interpreted as a mirroring effect in reflection 
which is illustrated in the figure 3.2. In other words, if a sensor is located in front 
of a reflecting surface it will measure the superposition of the direct wave and the 
reflected waves simultaneously. 

✓ 

' / 
... } 1''\ 

I \ _, \ \ 

> ', , , hu.age sow·ce 
\.\ - \ 

(a) 

Signal from direct path 

Signal from reflection 

(b) 

Sensor signal 

Figure 3.2: Superposition of the direct wave and a single refection at the sensor, showing 
(a) construction of a mirrored source to model the refection and (b) the superposition of 
signals at the sensor. 

Diffuse reflection takes more details into account and is better able to state reflec
tion in practical situations where the reflecting surface is not infinite or the wave
length is not short enough comparing with surface dimensions hut also it is more 
complex too. Irregularity in a reflecting surface impedance is another case which 
usually happens in reality. In such situations, diffraction occurs which is a wave 
phenomenon defined in diffuse reflection. Diffuse reflection or scattering can be 
seen in the figure 3.3 for the reflection from a semi-infinite plate. As it is seen, three 
different regions are present. 
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Figure 3.3: Diffuse reflection from a semi-infinite plate and the effect of diffraction in dif
ferent regions. 

{ 

Pr = Pi + Pr + Po 
Pr= Pi+ po 
Pr= Po 

Regionl 

Region II 

RegionIII 

(3.2) 

Where pr, Pi, Pr, po stand for total, incidence, reflected and diffracted pressures 
respectively. One should note that these equations are valid for the case that the 
transmitted pressure through harrier is zero. The finiteness of the plate, causes 
some extra pressure waves, called diffracted waves. In region I, based on the re
flection factor of the plate, some part of the incident waves are reflected, in region 
II, the plane wave is disturbed by diffraction wave and lastly in region III, there 
exist a shadow zone, which is not affected by reflection at all. There is no sharp 
boundary between the shadow and illuminated zones hut a blurred boarder exists 
[20] . Tuis is called a wave-like phenomenon. 

This study is limited to specular reflections. 

3.3 Reverberant Field Construction 

In this study, a specific case that reverberant field is constructed because of presence 
of an infinite reflecting plate parallel to the noise source which is a vibrating plate 
is considered, also the source itself reflects too, in short, in this thesis, the cases that 
just one source exists while reflecting surfaces (the source itself and an infinite re-
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flecting harrier parallel to it) are the executive factors of constructing reflective field 
are studied. Another study has been done by the author to simulate the conditions 
where just the reflecting plate reflects waves and the source itself does not reflect 
back at all [21]. 

This is the main difference, in this study, the harrier above the source and the source 
itself are considered to be able to reflect the sound waves. 

By this situation, flutter echo happens. Successive, repetitive reflections, between 
two opposing reflective surfaces is called flutter echo, the situation which is going 
to be modeled. 

In this way the pressure field can be assumed as the summation of a direct pressure 
field and infinite reflections between reflective surfaces which are being propagated 
in different directions but have originated from similar sources. As mentioned be
fore, in this study only specular reflection is considered so mirror imaging method 
can be used for modeling the desired reverberant field. To sum up, each reflection 
can be interpreted as substitution of an imaginary source which is mirrored from 
the reflection surface (source or the harrier above it) on the other side of mirror 
surface and with equal distance from it. Tuis has been illustrated in figure 3.4. 

3.4 Derivation of an adapted propagator 

Based on the model presented above, an adapted propagator is derived for recon
struction in reverberant field. The superposition law says that the pressure field in 
reverberant field as explained before, is constructed from addition of direct pres
sure and reflections. Infinite reflections occur. In other words: 

The odd and even reflections portion are separated in the following way because in 
the odd reflections, the reflection from the reflective harrier occurs one more time 
rather than the reflection from source while in the even reflections the number of 
reflections in each step from both reflective surfaces is equal which makes the even 
and odd successive reflection pressures as, 

PR(kx,ky,zh) P}(kx,ky,zh) + PJ(kx,ky,zh) + .. .. Pa(kx,ky,O) x 
E~1 R1iR2i-Iejkz(2id-a) and ~(kx,ky,zh) = Pi(kx,ky,zh) + J1.(kx,ky,zh) + .... 
Pa(kx,ky,O) X L~l R1 iR/ejkz(2id+a)_ 

The reflective field pressure distribution would be, 
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Figure 3.4: Symbolic presentation of system in Reflective field . 
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00 00 

p (k k z) = p (k k z )+P (k k 0) x ('°' R i R i- lejk,(2id - a) +î'""' R iR iejk, (2id+a ) ) R.F x, y, h d x, y, h d x, y, LJ 1 2 LJ 1 2 · 
i= l i= l 

(3.4) 

Where PR.F, Pd and Pkstand for reverberant field pressure, the direct pressure and 
the i th reflection pressure distribution in frequency domain and R1, R2 are the re
flection coefficients of the reflective harrier and the source respectively. The dis the 
distance between vibrating source and reflecting harrier above it and a is the dis
tance between the vibrating source and hologram as illustrated in figure 3.4. The 
first serie represents the odd reflections which are modeled as imaginary sources 
on top of source in figure 3.4 while the second serie shows the even reflections 
that are shown below the original source. The series in equation (3.4) can be re
shaped as Neumann series (A Neumann series is a mathematica! series of the form 

00 

E TN where T is an operator) [31]. One case in which convergence is guaran-
n=O 
teed in this kind of series is when the norm of T is less than unity ITI < 1. In the 
case presented in equation (3.4), if the absolute value of main operators in series 
(R1R2ejk,d) is less than one, then the convergence is guaranteed. On the other hand, 
it is known that the reflection coefficient, -1 :'.S R :'.S 1, so one can be sure that al
ways ITi = R/R2iejk, idl < 1 for positive i unless R1 = R2 = ±1. Even in the latter 
case, the convergence criterion can be met in some cases which will be discussed in 
the coming section. As discussed, the worst case would be when R1 = R2 = ±1, so 
it is crucial to study the reflection factors. 

R1, R2 are defined by the dimensions and mechanica! properties of plates. In this 
study aluminium is considered as the vibrating source and granite as the reflect
ing harrier in the experimental validation section. A short study is done below to 
estimate the reflection coefficients R1, R2. 

Refl.ection coefficient of source and refl.ecting harrier: 

The process of wave reflection may be defined as the return of all or part of a sound 
wave when it encounters the boundary between two media. Reflection is often 
quantified in terms of the reflection coefficient "R". Ris simply defined as the ratio 
of the reflected and the incident waves considering the phase of each wave. So 
the reflection coefficient can be real or complex (containing phase shift in reflected 
wave) but in any case its absolute value is less than one. 

The reflection coefficient between two different media is a function of the charac
teristic impedances in both media. The acoustic impedance is defined as Z = pc 
where p is density and c is velocity of sound in the media. In the experimental 
validation part, aluminium is chosen as the source plate and a granite block as the 
reflecting harrier so the reflection occurs between the air and the aluminium plate 
and also the air and the granite plate. In both cases, impedance of the air is much 
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less than impedances in the franite and the aluminium and one way to define the 
reflection coefficient is R = z:~~ where Zo is the impedance of the air and Z is the 
impedance of the reflecting harrier. As a conclusion, the sound wave impinges on 
a rigid boundary. In this case all of the acoustic energy will be reflected without a 
change in the phase or simply, R = 1. 

Another approach to estimate the reflection coefficient of plates exists. The trans
mission loss and transmission coefficient of solid plates are useful concepts that can 
help us in finding the properties of the environment. The transmission coefficient is 
defined as the ratio of the transmitted to the incident sound intensities[32]: T = Wi-
and also the transmission loss is defined by TL = lOlog¾ . Depending on the excita
tion frequency of a plate, different regions named by, stiffness controlled, damping 
controlled and mass controlled regions exist that differ in derivation of transmis
sion loss formula. However when a panel is acoustically excited by a diffuse sound 
field it has been shown [32] that forced bending waves govern its sound transmis
sion characteristics. By these assumptions, the mass law equation is the governing 
equation for prediction of transmission loss characteristics at frequencies below the 
critical frequency. The critical frequency of the structure is primitive criteria for 
selecting the proper equation for the governing TL. Knowing the dimensions and 
mechanica! properties of the granite block and aluminium vibrating source, one can 
calculate their critical frequency (the frequency at which bending wave velocity in 

the structure equals the speed of sound in the fluid) [32]: Je= ~~-ç1p;{/ 12(~-;/l 
where Ps is mass per unit area, E is Young's modulus of elasticity, v is Poisson's 
ratio and t is thickness. 

Using mechanica! properties provided below, one finds granite block critical fre
quency as Je = 251.8835[Hz] and aluminium plate critical frequency as Je = 
12.152[kHz]. Since the desired range of frequency to control the vibrating plate is 
150[Hz] < J < 350[Hz], so the excitation frequency is below the critical frequency 
for aluminium and the equation below (mass controlled region) can be used for 
calculation of TL fora finite plane:TL = lOlog{l + (~ cos0)2 }. 

Table 3.1: Dimensions and mechanica! properties of granite block 
Modulus of Elasticity 70e9 [Pa] 

Poisson's ratio 0.3 
Density 2900 [gJ 

Thickness 50 [mm] 
Surface Dimensions 600x600 [mmL] 

By the first approximation, one may assume that incident waves are perpendicu
lar to aluminium surface. For the given range of frequency, one would find that 
10.2348 < TL < 17.2448 or in other words 0.0189 < T < 0.0947 . Increasing 
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Table 3.2: Dimensions and mechanica! properties of aluminium plate 
Modulus of Elasticity 69e9 [Pa] 

Poisson's ratio 0.3 

Density 2700 [;3] 
Thickness 1 [mm] 

Surface Dimensions 12x12 [mm2] 

the frequency, decreases T much more and the point is that in practical validation 
section also higher frequencies are considered too which means higher reflection 
coefficient for aluminium plate. 

A similar analysis has been done for granite plate. One should keep in mind that 
the TL formulation differs for granite plate and 5 dB should be subtracted from 
previous TL formulation because of working frequency which is near critica! fre
quency [32], on the other hand the thickness in granite block is higher which makes 
higher TL. The summation of these two effects, and considering the rigidity of 
granite plate reveals that T in granite plate is less than aluminium plate. For gran
ite block we have 39.4028 < TL< 46.7622 so 2.1076e - 005 < T < l.1474e - 004. 

As the transmission coefficient of the granite and the aluminium plates are small 
and for simplicity we can assume that no sound wave is transmitted through plates 
and approximately all the incident waves, reflect back to the enclosure space. It is 
known that this approximation is nota precise one but for sake of simplicity one 
can assume R = 1 for both plates. In this case, the pressure in this reverberant field 
can be derived by: 

PR.F(kx,ky,zh) = Pd(kx,ky,zh) + Pd(kx,ky,0) X 

(Eî~i RiiR2i-lejk,(2id- a) + L~l R/R2iejk,(2id+a)) 

PR_F(kx,ky,Zh) = Pd(kx,ky,Zh) + Pd(kx,ky,0) X (I:~1 eikz(2id±a)) 

or more simpler by: 

00 

P (k k z ) = p (k k 0) x (eik,a + '°' eik,(2id±a)) R.F x, y, h d x, y, 1...J · 
i= l 

where Pd(kx,ky,zh) = Pd(kx,ky,0) x eik,a has been used. 

(3.5) 

Considering equation (3.5), two different situations is imaginable in convergence 
state of the serie. If k2 is real, or the acoustic wave is propagating wave, the serie 
does not converge and diffuse pressure field constructs. But if k2 is complex, which 
means acoustic waves are evanescent, then the serie in equation (3.5) converges. 

The special case that just evanescent waves ernit from source and no propagating 
wave is present is considered. In this case a criterion should be set for truncation of 
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reflections since it is not wise to take into account infinite reflections. To achieve this 
goal, the effect of kth reflection in constructing pressure field is calculated and where 
this portion is less than 1 percent, truncation should occur and next reflections after 
kth reflection are ignored as approximation. The kth reflection ratio is the same as 
relative difference between two successive statements in the serie. In other words, 

kth Reflection ratio= 

100% (3.6) 

To sum up, if only 2m reflections are taken into account for constructing pres
sure field instead of infinite reflections, then the pressure field can be derived by: 
PR.F(kx,ky, zh) = W(kx,ky,zo)erf- x (ejk,a + Lb=l ejk,(2id±a) ) and also the velocity in 
wave number domain is derived, 

· kz l 
W(kx,ky,zo) = PR.F(kx,ky,zh) x -k x 1 m .k (2.d± ) . (3.7) 

poe el , a + Li=l el z z a 

So the adapted propagator can be defined, 

(3.8) 

3.5 Numerical Simulation 

In this section, first the setup for numerical simulation and the characteristics of 
vibrating source is explained in detail and all specifications in different parts for 
constructing pressure fields (which is representative for raw measured data from 
hologram in practice) and then for reconstructing back from pressure to normal 
velocity will be mentioned. In the next step, the simulation is done and finally 
conclusions are drawn out of numerical simulation results. 

3.5.1 Rayleigh's First Integral Formula 

Finding a solution for the pressure field as a function of normal velocity is called 
the direct problem. Rayleigh's first integral formula is a solution provided below. 
In order to use the mentioned concepts in a coupled vibration/radiation problem, 
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some crucial assumptions should be made in solving direct problem which is de
fined to determine the pressure in the half space above the vibrating plate with the 
given nonnal surface velocity at vibrating plate: 

1. p must satisfy the Helmholtz equation (2.3) for z > 0 

2. w(the fluid particle velocity) and p must satisfy equation (2.4) 

3. rJ ( x, y) (normal velocity of plate) must equal w( x, y, z) at z = 0 

4. There are no sources above the plate(z > 0) 

These conditions are global and each approach that tries to find the pressure field 
from normal velocity of surface has to obey them. 

Using these assumptions, one can find the pressure, at each point above the vibrat
ing plate, 

-ipock J+oo J+oo . , , eiklr'- 71 , , p(x,y,z) = 
2 

w(x,y,i) _ _ dxdy. 
rr -oo -oo I r - f 1 

z.z' 

Figure 3.5: Geometrie interpretation of Rayleigh's first integral forrnula 

3.5.2 Definition of the Numerical Setup 

3.5.2.1 Source Specifications 

(3.9) 

In the numerical simulations, a baffled plate is considered which is vibrating with 
a specific frequency and with a definite normal velocity. The specifications of the 
vibrating plate are provided below, 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.6: (a) Nonzero Normal velocity of sample square plate, (b) Symbolic pressure field 
over normal velocity of baffled plate(absolute value of pressure is plotted). 

{ :(x, y,z) = 10-6 x sin( 1P,) sin( 'ç) o::;x,y::;o.s 
else. 

(3.10) 

where lx,ly are lengths of plate and both equal 0.5 [m]. This velocity field is illus
trated in the figure 3.6. 

In order to find the pressure on a surface above the baffled plate (from known 
normal velocity), two approaches exist. One way is using Rayleigh's first integral 
formula as presented in equation (3.9). The other way is using equation (2.10). In 
the second approach, pressure in frequency domain is related to velocity. The latter 
method saves more time but results in less accurate result. The reasons of this 
difference are explained and comparisons between these two approaches are done 
in another study [21]. Rayleigh's first integral formula will be used for deriving 
pressure from velocity in all sections of numerical simulation. 

The effect of an increase in distance between the vibrating plate and the surface 
where pressure field is going to be derived is plotted in figure 3.7. The pressure 
distribution on parallel surfaces with baffled vibrating plate by 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 [cm] 
distances are plotted altogether to gain a better grasp on pressure evolution along 
z direction. The frequency of vibrating plate is considered as 250[Hz]. As it can be 
seen the magnitude of peak value of pressure decreases with an increase in the dis
tance between vibrating plate and constructed pressure field. Also the two lobes in 
each pressure distribution regarding to each construction surface gets wider along 
z direction which seems completely reasonable and logical since the evanescent 
waves portion in constructing pressure fields decreases in z direction while propa
gating waves portion remains constant. 
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Figure 3.7: Symbolic pressure field at parallel surfaces with different distance 

3.5.2.2 Hologram Dimensions and Locations 

The location and also dimensions of the holograms are different in the following 
way: 

The first hologram is a 1 x l[m2] surface that contains array of microphones with 
resolution of 0.01 [m] located exactly above the vibrating surface. As it can be seen 
in figure 3.8 this hologram is larger than the vibrating part of the surface and com
pletely covers it. 

0.3 

I 
0.2 

0.1 
o., 

•o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
,(m) 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.8: Symbolic representation of three different holograms 
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The second hologram is a 0.5 x 0.S[m2] surface that contains array of microphones 
with similar resolution of 0.0l[m] located exactly above the vibrating surface. As it 
can be seen in figure this hologram has exactly the same dimension as the vibrating 
plate. 

Lastly the third hologram is a 0.25 x 0.25[m2] surface with same resolution located 
above the vibrating surface. This hologram is smaller than the vibrating plate and 
just covers apart of it as has been plotted. 

The location of each hologram in space can be changed from source to reflecting 
block above it or in other words 0 ~ a ~ d with the given definition of a, d. 

3.5.2.3 Border padding, regularization specifications and error calculation 

Border padding and regularization specifications: 

All the holograms will be enlarged toa 4 x 4[m2] surface by LPBP method [10] and 
Tukey window is used in LPBP but the border padding order has been changed 
between 2, 4, 6 and 8 for each reconstruction to reconstruct with least error. 

As it was discussed before, regularization is done to overcome the ill-posedness 
problem of error increase in backtracking procedure for evanescent waves. This 
goal is fulfilled by a simple filtering. Each filter is defined by its slope and cut
off point. In this problem the reconstructed velocity at source (in wave number 
domain) from given pressure at hologram will be regularized by the following low 
pass filter: 

k < k,0 (l - sip) 

k,0 (l - sip) ~ k ~ k,0 (l + sip) 

k > k,0 (l + slp) 
(3.11) 

where k,0 and sip stand for cut-off wave number and slope of the filter at cut-off 
point. The slope can be changed between zero and 1 and the cut-off wave number 
is changed for each reconstruction to achieve relatively the best result. 

Error calculation: 

In order to calculate the error quantitatively, the following formula is used-to have 
an average error in a region. The root mean squared reconstruction error is, 

100% X 
_1_ [, [: lu1ex (m,n) -Wre(m,n)l

2 

MN n= l m= l lwex ( m, n) 12 
(3.12) 
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In the equation (3.12}, Mand Nare the number of rows and columns of the desired 
region that error is calculated. A surface of 0.08 x 0.08[m2] centered at the first peak 
of velocity field with resolution 0.0l[m] is considered for calculating errors in all 
simulations. 

3.5.3 Adding noise 

Another step which makes the studied situation closer to practical environments 
is considering noise. It is well known that most of industrial environments are 
contaminated by noise from undesired sources as like as hall hearings, electrical 
circuits or residual unbalance based on the studied environment. A comparison is 
made to clarify the effect of noise addition in reconstruction error. 

For instance the pressure field between two parallel reflecting surfaces is consid
ered: The distance between two surfaces is 0.l[m] and the distance between source 
and hologram is 0.06 [m], also the source is vibrating with frequency f = 250[Hz]. 
24 reflections are considered to construct the reverberant pressure field. A white 
noise with Guassian distribution and zero mean value is added to the pure rever
berant pressure with signal to noise ratio of 30 dB. The pure and contaminated 
pressures are plotted in figure 3.9. 

It is expected that noise addition would not interfere the reconstruction, in other 
words it is not expected to have a large difference in reconstructed velocity error 
when noise is added comparing with the situation that there is no noise present. 
The reason is simply because of filtering in regularization step. Filtering removes 
unwanted effects of white noise for good signal to noise ratios, but if the noise level 
is high relative to signal then good reconstruction is not expected. The difference 
between velocity reconstruction error between these two situations does not exceed 
3% for different frequencies (evanescent waves only) and also different holograms. 
The reconstructed velocity fields for given pressures in figure 3.9 are plotted in 
figure 3.10. 

For all simulations, first white noise with signa! to noise ratio of 30[dB] will be 
added to the constructed pressure field and then the reconstruction will be done. 

3.5.4 Simulation Results 

As explained before, just the situation that evanescent waves are present in acoustic 
waves are considered. For the specific source mentioned in section 3.5.2.1, kx, ky are 
fixed values which can be found from velocity field formula. So the standing point 
in k - domain (wave number domain) is fixed and changing the vibration frequency 
results in different acoustic waves which will be produced. kx = 4n, ky = 2n and 
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(b) Contaminated pressure by white noise with SNR of 30 dB. 

Figure 3.9: Absolute value of reverberant pressure field without and with noise 
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Figure 3.10: Absolute value of reconstructed velocity from pressure field without and with 
noise contamination 

k = ~ which is dependant on frequency soit is the frequency that determines 
if evanescent or propagating waves are emitted or coincidence has happened. For 
k = 2v'Sn coincidence happens, for higher frequencies, acoustic waves are prop
agating and for lower frequencies, they are evanescent waves. In other words, for 
frequencies higher than 767 [Hz], we have propagating waves and for f < 767[Hz] 
evanescent waves emit. Also for f = 767[Hz] coincidence happens. As a result, we 
limit ourselves to frequencies lower than 767 [Hz] in this study. 

In the simulations, fora fixed value of the distance between source and array (a) 
and also a fixed value of distance between source and reflecting barrier(d), the fre
quency will be changed and the effect of frequency in required number of reflec
tions in constructing pressure field and also on reconstruction error will be studied. 

A similar study is done for a fixed frequency and also for a fixed ratio of ~ hut for 
two different set values of a, d. 

Another interesting study is the effect of a in reconstruction error. In this case, d, f 
will be kept constant hut a will be changed to see the effect of a in reconstruction, 
also keeping f, a as constant parameters and studying the effect of d is interesting. 

At last for a fixed value of a, d but for a range of frequency, difference in sound 
pressure level in free field and in reflective field will be studied to find out the 
effectiveness of reflections. Finally velocity is reconstructed by free field propaga
tor and also adapted propagator to see how much is the difference between two 
approaches. 

In order to have a better overview of the performed simulations, the constant and 
variable factors for each simulation are listed in the following table. 

Conclusions are drawn based on the number of required reflections in each simu
lation and also the reconstruction errors. 
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Table 3.3· Constant and Variable factors in each simulation 
Simulation Constant Variable 

1 f, ~ a,d 
2 f,a d 
3 f,d a 
4 a,d f 

3.5.4.1 Study on effect of the distances between source and array and source 
and reflecting barrier (a, d) 

Fixed f and á ratio: 

In this section, we consider two cases where a, d have different values but the 
ratio ~ is the same, also the working frequency is kept constant. We consider 
a = 0.06,d = 0.lO[cm] and a = 0.12,d = 0.20[m] where á = 0.6 in both cases. Also 
the working frequency is 150 [Hz] so kz = l3.7783i for both cases. kth reflection 
ratio or the relative difference between successive statements in series of equation 
(3.5) as explained in equation (3.6) versus number of reflections has been plotted 
in figures 3.11, 3.12 for 3 different hologram dimensions and locations explained 
before for both cases. 
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Number of Reflections 

Figure 3.11: Relative difference between successive serie statements when d=O.l, a=0.06 [m] 
for different holograms 

As it is seen, the relative difference between two successive statements in the serie 
or the kth reflection ratio (based on definitions presented in equation (3.6)), decrease 
by increasing the number of reflections taken into account and goes to zero for 
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Number of Reflections 

Figure 3.12: Relative difference between successive serie statements when d=0.2, a=0.12 
[m] for different holograms 

infinite reflections. Also an increase in the size of hologram, causes the relative 
difference to increase too. A comparison between the two situations is made and 
the result is plotted in figure 3.13. 

It can be concluded that the relative difference for similar holograms, number of 
reflections and ä is less for higher d which can be explained by the fact that evanes
cent waves die out more after each reflection when d is higher. 

The number of required reflections to get the relative difference in serie statements 
less than 1 percent is mentioned in table 3.4 

Table 3.4: Number of required reflections to meet the truncation criterion 
d=0.l and a =0.06 [m] Number of reflection based on Truncation criterion 

lxl [mi] hologram 19 
0.Sx0.5 [ mL] hologram 11 

0.25x0.25 [mL] hologram 10 
d=0.2 and a =0.12 [m] 

lxl [ mL] hologram 15 
0.Sx0.5 [ mi] hologram 10 

0.25x0.25 [mL] hologram 10 

In the next step, the reverberant pressure field is constructed using different num
ber of reflections for both cases and noise as discussed before is added to the resul
tant pressure field. The propagator used to backtrack from constructed pressures 
to velocity is derived by considering 24 reflections for each situation or in a sim-
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Figure 3.13: Cornparison between relative differences for different holograrns and sirnilar 
a 
a 

pler way the new propagator would be: ejk,a + [}!1 ejk,(2id±a) or the velocity can be 
derivedby: W(kx,ky,zo) = PR.F(kx,ky,zh) x ~ x eikz• + r;}! ~eikz(Zid±a) · Usingdiffer
ent number of reflections in constructing pressure field and similar border padding 
width results in the figures 3.14,3.15. The general specifications for regularization 
and border padding are the same as explained in section 3.5.2.3. Detailed specifi
cations such as keut-off and linear predictive border padding order are changed for 
each reconstruction to get least error. 

Comparing figures 3.14,3.15 reveals two points. Firstly it is seen that for similar ~, 
when d is higher, the reconstruction error without considering any reflection is less. 
As one would expect, for higher d, reflection has less effect. It can be concluded that 
for relatively high f reverberation has no effect. On the other hand, considering 
sufficient number of reflections for both cases shows that, the error for smaller a 
is less. This can be explained because of the measurement in near-field since in
creasing the measurement distance from source increases the reconstruction error 
as explained before. 

The second point is the trend of errors for different holograms for each situation. It 
is expected to have higher errors for smaller holograms, while this is not the case 
here. 

It is known that in acoustical holography, theoretically, the Fourier transform of 
pressure should be taken along an infinite surface to have accurate result, while in 
practice this never happens and this approximation results in one of three sources 
of error mentioned before. Border padding was the solution to reduce the error 
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Figure 3.14: Reconstruction error using adapted propagator considered with 24 reflections 
for different holograrns versus different nurnber of reflections used in pressure construction 
for d=0.l and a=0.06 [m], f = 0.0437, k = 0.1956, SNR = 30[dB]. 
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Figure 3.15: Reconstruction error using adapted propagator considered with 24 reflections 
for different holograrns versus different nurnber of reflections used in pressure construction 
for d=0.2 and a=0.12 [m], f. = 0.0875, k = 0.1956, SNR = 30[dB]. 
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magnitude and get more near to the ideal case because the larger the hologram, the 
less the error becomes. 

In each simulation the error grows up first when comparing 1 x l[m2] hologram 
with 0.5 x 0.5[m2] hologram but suddenly drops down for 0.25 x 0.25[m2] hologram 
which is not an expected behavior. The reason can be explained by the symmetry 
present in the velocity and consequently pressure fields. Taking another look at 
figure 3.6 and the location of holograms with respect to the pressure field shows 
that for 1 x l[m2] and 0.5 x 0.5[m2] holograms the measured pressure field has the 
similar shape and contains two lobes in x direction and one lobe in y direction while 
0.25 x 0.25[m2] hologram contains part of the pressure field which has just one lobe 
in each direction. Border padding repeats the measured part of each hologram in 
both directions. The absolute value of pressure captured by each hologram and 
absolute value of border padded pressure toa 4 x 4[m2] surface has been plotted in 
figures 3.16, 3.17,3.18. As it is seen the general shape of pressure before and after 
border padding are the same for 1 x 1 [m2] and 0.5 x 0.5[m2] holograms, so as it is 
expected, the reconstruction error for smaller hologram is higher. But that is not 
the case for the last hologram. It can be seen that just one lobe is repeated in y 
direction in this hologram while for two others, two lobes were repeated. This is 
because of the symmetry present in this problem. As it is expected, for 1 x 1 [m2

] 

and 0.5 x 0.5[m2] holograms, higher order of border padding is needed because 
of presence of two lobes in x direction while the other direction that has just one 
lobe can be border padded with less order which is the case in both directions for 
0.25 x 0.25[m2] hologram and reduce the reconstruction error. 

This explanation gives the raw idea of using different border padding orders in dif
ferent directions that do not have similar patterns in all directions and in situations 
like here that symmetry is present to achieve more accurate results even for larger 
holograms. 

Fixed frequency and hologram position: 

In this section the frequency is kept constant and fora fixed value of a, the effect of 
increasing d will be studied. For the following simulation, a = l[cm],J = 150[Hz]. 
The number of required reflections to construct the reflective field for both condi
tions (two different values of d) is listed in table 3.5 based on truncation criterion 
presented before in equation 3.6. 

The reconstruction error for both situations are listed in table 3.6. 

It can be seen that for higher d, less number of reflections should be taken into 
account which reveals that by increasing the distance between source and reflective 
surface, the effect of reflections become less and because of this fact, for larger d less 
error is seen in reconstruction too. 
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Figure 3.18: Absolute value of pressure by 0.25 x 0.25[m2] hologram before and after border 
padding 
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Table 3.5: Number of required reflections to meet the truncation criterion for fixed values 
of a, f and changing d 

d=0.l and a =0.01 [m] Number of reflections based on Truncation criterion 
lxl [mL] hologram 17 

0.Sx0.5 [m2
] hologram 10 

0.25x0.25 [m2] hologram 10 
d=0.2 and a =0.01 [ m] 

lxl [mL] hologram 13 
0.Sx0.5 [m2 ] hologram 7 

0.25x0.25 [mL] hologram 7 

Table 3.6: Reconstruction error using adapted propagator for fixed values of a, f and chang
ing d 

d=0. l and a =0.01 [ m] Reconstruction error in percent 
lxl [m2

] hologram 7.1686 
0.Sx0.5 [m2] hologram 7.8599 

0.25x0.25 [mL] hologram 3.9780 
d=0.2 and a =0.01 [m] 

lxl [mL] hologram 5.4554 
0.Sx0.5 [m2] hologram 6.9059 

0.25x0.25 [ mL] hologram 3.4604 

Fixed frequency and distance between source and reftecting plate (d): 

The next question which arises is that if the location of the hologram between 
source and reflecting surface (a) changes while other conditions are kept the same, 
does the number of required reflections for constructing reverberant field change 
or not. In other words, fora fixed value of d, does changing a from zero tod have 
any substantial effect on number of sufficient reflections or for 0 < a < d, number 
of required reflections are approximately similar. The case that d = 20[cm] and 
a = 12[cm] has been studied previously. For answering the above question, two 
more cases are studied too (a = 1, 18[cm]). The number of required reflections for 
each situation are brought in table 3.7 

It can be concluded that in the region near the source, less reflections are required. 
The reason can be explained by comparing the difference between direct pressure 
(free field pressure) and the effect of added pressures produced by reflection in dif
ferent regions. In the area near the source this difference is more noticeable because 
the direct pressure is much higher in magnitude rather than the reflected pressure 
fields which is caused by the decay in the reflected pressures. The difference be
tween the required number of reflections for holograms more near to the source is 
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Table 3.7: Number of required reflections to meet the truncation criterion for fixed values 
of d, f and changing a 

d=0.2 and a =0.01 [m] Number of reflection based on Truncation criterion 
lxl [ ml) hologram 13 

0.Sx0.5 [m2
] hologram 7 

0.25x0.25 [ml] hologram 7 
d=0.2 and a =0.12 [m] 

lxl [ ml] hologram 15 
0.Sx0.5 [m2

] hologram 10 
0.25x0.25 [ml] hologram 10 

d=0.2 and a =0.18 [m] 
lxl [ ml] hologram 15 

0.Sx0.5 [m2] hologram 10 
0.25x0.25 [ml] hologram 10 

not so high comparing to the holograms which are located farther. Another point 
is that the number of required reflections does not change at all for a = 12 and 
a = 18[cm]. 

Comparison between reconstruction by free field and adapted propagators: 

In the final phase of this part, some remarks should be mentioned. In another study 
that is performed by the author and the results are presented in [21], a sirnilar prob
lem is studied when just one reflection from reflecting surface is taken into account 
and the source itself is assumed not to reflect at all. More simpler, a specific case 
of the general problem presented here was studied before when just one reflection 
has occurred instead of infinite reflections. The conclusion was that for evanescent 
waves, for each 0 < a < d , reconstructing the velocity from the reflective pres
sure field by adapted propagator is more accurate than reconstruction by free field 
propagator but the key point was that when a is small, the difference between these 
two reconstructions is much less and by increasing a, reconstruction with free field 
propagator would result in more error. Similar study is done for this problem to 
compare reconstruction with free field and adapted propagators. The simulation is 
done when f = 150[Hz] and d = 20[cm] and a = l, 12, 18[cm]. The reconstructed 
velocity errors by free field propagator and adapted propagators in reflective field 
are plotted in figure 3.19. Also a comparison is made in the same figure with re
spect to free field reconstruction error using free field propagator. As it is seen, 
reconstruction error in free field using the free field propagator has least error and 
is just slightly lower than the reconstruction error in the reflective field using the 
adapted propagator but reconstruction in the reverberant field using the free field 
propagator leads to larger errors especially when a is increased. 
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Figure 3.19: Reconstruction error comparison using free and adapted propagators in re
flective field and free field propagator in free field for different hologram dimensions and 
locations, f. = 0.0875, k = 0.1956 
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As it is seen the result is confirmed in this situation too. 

In the next step simulations will be done when a = l[cm],d = 17.S[cm] since this is 
the case in experimental validation section. 

Reflective field is constructed using 24 reflections for frequencies between 100 and 
300 [Hz], well below coincidence as before. In the next step, for each frequency and 
each hologram, the pressure field will be constructed back by two different propa
gators, once by free field propagator (eik,a) and another time by adapted propagator 
considering 24 reflections (eik,a + [}! 1 eik,(2id±a)). The reconstruction error versus 
frequency using both propagators for each hologram is plotted in figure 3.20. Also 
the reconstruction error using free field propagator in free field pressure is plotted 
too to have a more complete comparison. 

As expected, reconstruction by the adapted propagator is more accurate than free 
field propagator. The errors increase by an increase in frequency generally. At the 
same time it is worthful to look at reconstructed velocities. In the figures 3.21, 3.22 
reconstructed velocities have been plotted for f = 140, 160[Hz], using largest and 
smallest holograms. As it can be seen, free field propagator is successful in recon
structing the general shape. If x - y view of velocity fields would be considered, 
there is not much difference hut adapted propagator is more successful in recon
structing the exact value. This is the case for all reconstructions in this situation. lt 
looks like that the velocity, reconstructed by free field propagator is different with 
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reconstructed velocity by adapted propagator just in scale. This is an important 
point in practical validation which will be mentioned again in that section. 

3.5.4.2 Study on effect of frequency 

In this section, a, d is kept constant but the frequency of the vibrating plate is 
changed (but still kept in evanescent wave region) and for each situation the num
ber of required reflections is determined. In the simulations performed at this sec
tion d (the distance between the vibrating surface and the reflecting block is 17.5 
[cm) and the distance between the hologram and the source, a = l[cm]. In prac
tical part, same values will be used to investigate if the presented models are ac
curate enough for experimental measurements or not. The working frequency will 
be changed from 100 to 700 [Hz] (the desired frequency region where the acoustic 
waves are evanescent). 

By the first step, the number of required reflections will be determined. The pre
sented criterion for truncation is used and number of reflections versus frequency 
is plotted in figure 3.23. 

As a conclusion, by an increase in the frequency, the required reflections will in
crease too. This behavior can be simply explained by the trend of kz when kin
creases. kx, ky are constant values in this problem and in evanescent region, k2 is 
purely imaginary. We name k~ = jk2 which is a negative value for evanescent 
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Figure 3.23: Number of reflection versus frequency 
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waves. Increasing k results in smaller kz in its absolute value and consequently less 
negative k~ or in other words by increasing the frequency and getting near to coin
cidence frequency, k~ grows and becomes near zero while it is still negative. This 
grow results in slower convergence of the serie mentioned before in equation 3.5 
which shows itself in more required reflections. 

After constructing the reflective pressure field and the noise addition, reconstruc
tion is done using the adapted propagator. The reconstruction error against fre
quency is plotted in figure 3.24. 
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Figure 3.24: Reconstruction error using the adapted propagator versus frequency, 0.0510 :S 
t :'.S 0.3571, 0.1304 :'.S 
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It can be concluded from figure 3.24 that when staying far from the coincidence 
point (f = 767[Hz] in this problem) the reconstruction error using adapted propa-
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gator is stable but increasing the frequency and getting near the coincidence results 
in higher errors. As a conclusion safe distance should be maintained from the co
incidence to have a successful reconstruction. 

3.5.4.3 Effect of Reflections 

A criterion for comparing the effect of reflections in the given problem is com
parison between the sound pressure levels in free field and in the pressure field 
containing reflections. The sound pressure level is a logarithmic measure of the 
effective sound pressure of a sound, relative to a reference value and is measured 
in dB above a standard reference level. It is known that the sound pressure level 
(SPL) is defined by, 

SPL = 10 X log
10 

( Prms )2. 
Pref 

(3.13) 

where Pref is the reference sound pressure and Prms is the rms sound pressure being 
measured. The commonly used reference sound pressure in air is Pref = 20[,uPa]. 

Also if the sound is measured by n microphones then Prms = J P12+P22n+ ... +pn
2 

which 
is called the root mean squared pressure. 

The difference between the sound pressure levels in free field and in the specific 
reverberant field discussed, can be formulated as: 

R E" 2 
SPLR - SPLF = 10 X log10 ( Prms F )2 = 10 X log10 ~ p~ 

Prms L1 PF 
(3.14) 

where Prm/ is the Prms in reflective field and Prm/ is the Prms in free field. The 
important point is that the number of microphones should be the same in the both 
cases to have a true comparison. 

This criterion can be used to check how much similar is the experimental case to the 
theoretical model presented. In the experimental validation part, measurements 
will be done by an array of 48 x 40 measurement points. In order to have a true 
comparison, similar array of pressures will be used in this theoretical assessment 
to compare the reflective and the free fields. Also in this simulation, a = 1, d = 
17.S[cm]. 

Based on the brief explanation presented above and after constructing the reflective 
fields for different frequencies by using 24 successive reflections, the difference in 
the sound pressure levels in different fields is brought in the table 3.8. 
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Table 3.8: SPLR - SPLF based on simulations 
Frequency ~SPL[dB] 

100 16.1345 
120 16.1276 
140 15.9441 
160 15.6224 
180 15.3174 
200 15.0500 
220 14.7056 
240 14.2558 
260 13.8084 
280 13.4278 
300 13.0446 

3.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter the prior studies that were clone before to solve the problem of exis
tence of multi sources or reflections in an environment are mentioned and studied 
briefly. The reflection as the main challenge in reflective environments is intro
duced and categorized. lt is assumed that the specular reflection occurs in the 
studying environment in this thesis. Then the reflection coefficients of the source 
and the reflecting harrier and their effect in constructing the reflective pressure 
field are investigated. Based on the model presented for simulating the reflective 
field (flutter echo and infinite reflections based on mirror imaging technique), the 
adapted propagator is derived and a truncation criterion has been set to take suffi
cient reflections into account. 

The mentioned adapted propagator is used to reconstruct the velocity in numeri
cal simulations. The specifications of the numerical simulation setup are given in 
detail. 

Different simulations were done by changing some factors and keeping some oth
ers constant. The results of simulations should be studied in detail to draw conclu
sions out of them. 

The simulations showed that when the frequency and the ratio between distances 
of source-array to source-reflective plate (f, ä) are kept constant and the distance 
between source and reflective plate (d) changes, the higher the dis, the less effect 
the reflection has. lt can be concluded that for relatively high { reverberation has 
no effect in constructing pressure and consequently reconstructing the velocity. 

When the frequency and the distance between the source and the array (f,a) are 
constants and d has the freedom to change, then for higher d, less number of reflec-
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tions should be taken into account in order to construct the reflective pressure field 
which reveals that by increasing the distance between the source and the reflective 
surface, the effect of reflections become less and because of this fact, for larger d 
less error is seen in reconstruction too. 

Keeping f, d as constant values and changing a showed that in the region near 
the source, less number of reflections are required for the pressure construction. 
Also for smaller values of a less error is seen in the reconstruction using adapted 
propagator. 

In another section a comparison is made between reconstruction using the free field 
propagator and the adapted propagator too. As a conclusion reconstruction by the 
adapted propagator is more accurate compared to reconstruction using the free 
field propagator. When measurements are done near source, the difference be
tween these two approaches of reconstruction are small and by an increase in a, the 
difference grows gradually, also the errors increase by an increase in the frequency 
generally. 

In another study, the working frequency has changed hut a, d are kept unchanged 
during simulations. An increase in the frequency, increases the required reflections 
for constructing the pressure field too. It can be concluded that when staying far 
from the coincidence point the reconstruction error using the adapted propagator 
is stable hut increasing the frequency and getting near the coincidence results in 
sudden increase in errors. As a conclusion safe distance should be maintained from 
the coincidence to have a successful reconstruction. 

Finally the effectiveness of reflections has been studied by comparing the SPL in 
the reflective and the free fields . 

The conclusions of different simulations are mentioned in the table below. 
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Table 3.9: Summary of numerical simulations 
Simulation Constant Variable Result Conclusion 
1. f,fl. a,d Increase in d ⇒ de- For high f., rever-

crease in reflection beration has no ef-
effect. fect. 

2. f,a d Increase in d ⇒ Increase d ⇒ de-
decrease in the crease reconstruc-
required reflections. tion error. 

3. f,d a Decrease a ⇒ de- For all a, recon-
crease the required struction using the 
reflection and the re- adapted propagator 
construction error. is more accurate 

than using the free 
field propagator, 
while for small a the 
difference between 
the two approaches 
is small. 

4. a,d f Increase f ⇒ in- Always reconstruc-
crease the required tion should be made 
reflections. far from the coinci-

dence point. 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Validation 

In this chapter, the experimental validation results are presented. First the practical 
setup is explained in detail. Before doing the experiments and in order to gain 
sufficient knowledge about the dynamica! behavior of the studied plate, an FEM 
analysis and its results are presented. In the next step, experimental holography 
will be used in the free field and results are compared with the numerical results. 
The mode shapes obtained in this part are used as correct modes and reference for 
the reconstructions in the reflective field. Finally acoustical holography is used in 
reflective field using both adapted and free field propagators and a comparison 
will be made between them. In order to do the measurements, the Sorama [33] 
scan has been used as hologram array. The Sorama scan is a sound camera that 
visualizes sound and vibrations. Tuis device enables to do scan-based holography, 
more details about the Sorama setup are mentioned in the next sections. 

4.1 Experimental Setup 

4.1.1 Scan-based Hologram 

The array provided by Sorama is an array of digital microphones which contains 
six columns by ten rows of MEMS microphones. The distance between each two 
adjacent microphones is 2[cm]. The array can be moved along the two perpendic
ular axes in a plane whithin a surface of 1 x l[m2]. Tuis movement provides better 
resolutions in the measurements by the scan-based holography compared to the 
initial resolution that is 2[cm]. Also larger surfaces rather than the array surface 
itself can be covered too. A reference microphone is used to correct the phase of the 
measured pressure between different scans when scan-based holography is done. 
A range of 0-20[kHz] in the frequency can be measured with a resolution of l[Hz] 
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(a) The measurement array: the digital 
microphone array beside the reference mi
crophone. 

(b) The Scan array and the motion 
system. 

Figure 4.1: The Sorarna scan setup 

by the measurement microphones. 

The Sorama scan is able to do post-processing on the raw measured data by the 
free field propagator to backtrack from the measured pressure field to the acous
tical properties of the source. Also linear predictive border padding [10] is used. 
Post-processing utilizes an automatic procedure to determine cut-off wave number 
for filtering in the regularization but one can change the cut-off wave number man
ually too. The effectiveness of Sorama cut-off wave number determination will be 
examined in the measurements. 

The array and scan can be seen in figure 4.1. All measurements are done with a 
resolution of 0.5[cm]. 

4.1.2 Free Vibrating Plate and Shaker 

A completely free aluminium squared plate with 12 x 12[cm2] surface and a thick
ness of l[mm] is used as source of sound. Mechanica! properties of the plate can be 
found in table 3.2. This plate is excited with white noise using a V201 series shaker 
of Brüel & Kjrer. The specifications of the shaker can be found in more details in 
[34]. The shaker is connected to the center of the plate by a thin rod and a glued 
joint so the plate is excited from the center and out of the plane. A fixed frame is 
designed for the shaker attachment and also for fixing the strings. The four corners 
of the plate are connected to the fixed frame by four thin strings to assure that no 
major translations in a wrong direction (in plane displacements) would occur. The 
shaker, the completely free (FFFF) plate and the fixed frame are shown in figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2: Shaker, fixed frame and the plate 

lt is known that the white noise excites all vibrational modes of a structure. White 
noise can be defined as a random signal with a flat power spectra! density. That 
is to say, the signal contains equal power within a fixed bandwidth. lt should be 
mentioned that an infinite-bandwidth white noise signal is a purely theoretica! con
struction and the bandwidth of white noise is limited in practice by the mechanism 
of the noise generation. The random noise is produced by a Siglab analyzer and 
transferred to the shaker. In Siglab a choice has to be made for the bandwidth. Also 
it is known that sampling frequency (!5 ) should be at least twice the maximum de
sired frequency or in other words: fs = lt ~ 2/max, in Siglab, there exists a relation 
between bandwidth and sampling frequency: fs = 2.56 x Jmax• The theoretica! 
and numerical results of plate study presented in figure 4.4 shows that the first 20 
modes of the plate have eigenfrequencies less than 4500 [Hz], so the excitation sig
na! which is produced by Siglab is a random noise with bandwidth of 5 [kHz] and 
sampling frequency of 12.8 [kHz]. 

A distance of l[cm] is considered between the vibrating plate and the hologram ar
ray in all measurements. Also the measurements will take place in a semi-anechoic 
room to prevent other reflections. 
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4.2 Pre-study of the plate by FEM Analysis 

In order to gain knowledge about the plate and selecting the proper mode for ex
citation, the plate modes and eigenfrequencies should be determined. Different 
studies has been made to calculate the natural frequency of the plate theoretically. 
A detailed study for different boundary conditions is presented in [35]. 

A plate can be defined inaccurately as plane structural elements with a small thick
ness compared to the planar dimensions where the thickness should be typically 
less than 0.lth of the width. 

The following assumptions are made to define theoretica! "Plate" more accurately 
and solve the theoretica! equations presented in [35]: 

1. The thickness of the plate is small compared with the other dimensions 

2. Deflections are small in comparison with the thickness of the plate 

3. The influence of shear and rotating inertia is neglected 

4. No strain is suffered at the middle surface 

5. Planar cross sections before the strain remain planar after strain. 

In this way, the natural frequency of a completely free plate in Hz can be deter
mined by: 

,\?. 
{ l,] 

Ji,j = 2nl2 X 

Et2 

12p(l - v2 ) 
(4.1) 

where Ài,j is a dimensionless frequency parameter that depends on boundary con
ditions, the ratio between length and width of the plate and in some cases on pois
son's ratio. l, t are length and thickness of plate . A completely free boundary 
condition happens in case Ài,j depends on v. The values of Ài,j for completely free 
plate (FFFF) and non-rigid body modes can be seen in table 4.1. Fora FFFF squared 
plate, the modes (1,1), (1,2), (2,1) are rigid body modes. 

Table 4.1: Dimensionless frequency parameter for completely free squared plate and for 
non-rigid body modes 

Mode Sequence 
(2,2) (1,3) (3,1) (2,3) (3,2) (4,1) 

,\L. 
1,/ 

13.49 19.79 24.43 35.02 35.02 61.53 
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Using the mechanica! properties and dimensions for the squared aluminium plate, 
mentioned in previous sections, one can find the first six mode shapes and frequen
cies as presented in the table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: Theoretica} eigenfrequencies of 12 x 12[cm2] free aluminium plate 
Mode (2,2) (1,3) (3,1) (2,3) (3,2) (4,1) 

Eigenfrequency ,f[Hz] 231 338 417 598 598 1051 

Another approach to find more mode shapes and eigenfrequencies is modeling the 
plate by an FEM software package to solve the problem numerically with more de
tails and for more modes. The mentioned plate is modeled by ANSYS and meshed 
which is shown in figure 4.3. 

Figure 4.3: Meshed plate 

The first twenty modes are presented in figure 4.4. Because of symmetry in this 
problem, some modes have the same eigenfrequency and the mode shape is just 
mirrored. The repeating modes are not mentioned and are omitted in the figure. 
For instance, the modes (2,3) and (3,2) have the same eigenfrequency and their 
mode shape is mirrored with respect to each other because of symmetry. These two 
modes are seen in figure 4.5. 

Another point in figure 4.4 is that these modes show the normalized value of out 
of plane deflection, namely in z direction. 

It is known that the mode index is formed from two integer numbers which show 
the number of half wavelengths in each direction. The structural wave number in 
each direction for each mode shape can be constructed as the following equation: 

If the mode index is (m, n ), then kx = "C and ky = 1; where Lx, Ly are the length 
and width of the plate. 

The acoustic wave number k = '?:!fl- is defined by the excitation frequency (which is 
the natural frequency in this case) divided by the velocity of sound in the medium. 
Considering the wave number domain and location of (kx, ky) and also the radia-
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(a) (2,2),f=229.715 (b) (l,3),f=335.528 (c) (3,l),f=416.852 (d) (2,3),f=596.141 

(e) (l ,4),f=1068 (f) (3,3),f=1095 (g) (2,4),f=1201 (h) (4,2),f=1348 

(i) (3,4),f=1832 G) (l,5),f=2106 (k) (5,l),f=2209 (1) (2,5),f=2356 

(m) (4,4),f=2673 (n) (3,5),f=2860 (o) (5,3),f=3007 (p) (1,6),f=3709 

) • ._,... - '-.,. •· -► 1 

• • ,& .. 
► • 1: .. ~ •• ~ , (► ·:. • • ,,-.. - /' 

(q) (2,6),f=3797 (r) (4,5),f=3844 (s) (6,2),f=4009 (t) (3,6),f=4479 

Figure 4.4: The vibration modes obtained by FEM (ANSYS) for the FFFF plate, the eigen
frequencies are in Hz 
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(a) (2,3),f=596.141 (b) (3,2),f=596.141 

Figure 4.5: Modes (2,3) and (3,2) with similar eigenfrequency and mirrored shape 

tion circle defined by k for each mode reveals if the sound emission is dominated by 
the evanescent or the propagating waves or by the coincidence as mentioned in the 
section 2.1.1. Studying the first 20 modes of the considered FFFF plate reveals that 
in all of them, the working point (defined by kx, ky) is outside the radiation circle, 
so for the first 20 mode shapes, the plate emits only evanescent sound waves. 

~s an exam_pl~, ca~ula~o~~ f~ the first res~nan<: fi~1~~~c~ of the plate with mode 
mdex (2,2) 1s . kx - ky - 0_12 - 52.3599 while k - 343 - 4.2080. 

Another important specification of a vibrating plate is its critica! frequency. The 
critica! frequency in a solid plate is defined by the frequency at which the bending 
wave velocity in the structure equals the speed of sound in the fluid. It is known 
that below the critica! frequency, the wavelength in air is larger than the bending 
wavelength along one or both of the plate directions, i.e. ka = t < kx, ky = 
t, 3-;. Based on this explanation, for finding the proper vibrating plate mode, for 

which propagating waves are dominant (k2 < ki+ k~), one should concentrate on 
frequencies which are larger than the critica! frequency. 

Knowing the dimensions and mechanica! properties of the vibrating plate, one can 

calculate its critica! frequency: fc = i:-?/Ps~12(i~v2

) [Hz] 

where p5 is mass per unit area, E is Young's modulus of elasticity, v is Poisson's 
ratio and t is the thickness. 

Using mechanica! properties of the aluminium plate, one would find the vibrating 
plate critica! frequency as Je= 12.152[kHz] which shows that the modal density of 
the plate is high. As explained before we are interested to study the frequencies that 
emit only evanescent waves while the propagating waves may emit for frequencies 
higher than the critica! frequency (based on critica! frequency definition) which is 
too high in this case. Limiting to the first 20 modes, one can be sure that acoustic 
waves are evanescent. 
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4.3 PN AH in free field 

Before performing measurements in the free field or in presence of the reflecting 
block, a measurement is made where the main source (aluminium plate) is not 
vibrating and the shaker is switched off. This experiment provides more informa
tion about the environment. lt is seen that when the shaker is located in front of 
the array (where it should be for performing measurements) there do exist some 
peaks in the sound pressure level (SPL) at multiples of 50 [Hz] while when the ar
ray moves far from the shaker this behavior is not seen from the relatively silent 
environment. The reason can be the humming noise effect of the power supply of 
the shaker. When the hologram array is near the shaker, this noise can be detected 
by the microphones, while when the distance increases, this effect can not be rec
ognized anymore. The humming noise of the power supply is one of the sources 
of noise in the environment but its sound pressure level is so low compared to the 
sound emitted from plate that it does not influence the measurements. 

Before performing measurements in the presence of the reflecting block, the veloc
i ty field of the plate would be reconstructed in the free field with the specifications 
and measurement setup mentioned before, so the resolution in measurement is 0.5 
[cm] and the distance between source and hologram plane is 1 [cm]. As it can be 
seen in the figure 4.6, 18 modes from the first 20 modes are reconstructed success
fully with acceptable error. 

The average error for doing 4 measurements is plotted in figure 4.7. As it is seen 
in figure 4.7, the error in detecting the eigenfrequency of each mode in the mea
surements compared to the calculated modes generally increases with increasing 
eigenfrequency, which shows that the reconstruction is more successful at the lower 
frequencies rather than the higher frequencies while this general trend is not seen 
for each two successive modes. The errors are probably due to the thickness vari
ations across the plate, the difference between the real and assumed mechanical 
properties of the aluminium plate, the added weight of shaker and the connecting 
rod, the finite element approximation and the boundary conditions which might 
not be completely free because of the presence of forces in the thin strings. 

Some remarks should be given when considering the derived mode shapes. What 
has been shown in figure 4.4 is just the plate itself while in figure 4.6 we see the 
complete plate and some regions where the plate does not exist so the location of 
the plate along the whole measurement area should be considered when comparing 
calculated and measured mode shapes. The plate is approximately located at the 
middle of the measured area as can be seen in figure 4.8. The measurement area 
is an array of 40 x 48 measurement points with a distance of 0.S[cm] between each 
two adjacent measurement points. The plate contour for the first four modes is also 
plotted in figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6: The vibration modes obtained by PNAH in free field for the FFFF plate, the 
eigenfrequencies are in [Hz], The figures show normal velocity of plate in[~] 
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Figure 4.7: Average error in detected eigenfrequency in percent 
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Figure 4.8: Approximate location of the vibrating aluminium plate with respect to mea
surement area 
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The last point which should be mentioned is that in figure 4.4, the normalized value 
of deflection in a direction normal to the plate is plotted while in figure 4.6, we see 
the normal velocity of the plate so in comparing these two figures, these differences 
should be considered. 

The cut-off wave number is selected manually and not by the automated proce
dure used in the Sorama software. It is known that keut-off should be greater or at 

least equal to Jki + k~ to contain necessary information for reconstruction at each 

mode. Usually the default k eut-off is determined by a conservative criterion which 
causes the loss of some useful data from measurements in the regularization filter
ing. For most of the modes, the cut-off wave number plays a crucial role and the 
reconstructed mode shape differs a lot when the cut-off wave number is smaller 
than the value it should be. For instance, this difference can be recognized easily 
in figure 4.9. In this figure one mode for each interval of 1000 [Hz] is selected and 
the difference in reconstruction by using different cut-off wave numbers is shown. 
The difference between the suggested cut-off point from the Sorama approach and 
by pre-analysis of the plate grows by increasing the eigenfrequency so the cut-off 
should be determined more accurately for higher modes. For lower eigenfrequen
cies, usually the general mode shape can be reconstructed using the default keut-off 

but the point is that as can be seen in figure 4.9 in part ( a), ( b) the mode shape has 
expanded itself to regions that the plate does not exist. Also the value of velocity 
differs in these two approaches. The situation is worse for higher eigenfrequencies 
and the general shape can not be even reconstructed correctly as shown in parts 
(!), (h) of figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9: Influence of keutof f on reconstruction and mode recognition. Left hand side 
figures are reconstructed using suggested keut-off by plate pre-analysis and right hand 
side figures by default keut-off. 
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4.4 PN AH in the presence of reflecting surf ace 

In the next experiment, acoustical holography will be used in the presence of a 
reflecting surface. The aluminium plate will be located at the center of the granite 
block. The distance between the granite block and the vibrating plate d = 17.S[cm] 
and the distance between the vibrating plate and the hologram array a = l[cm] is 
considered as illustrated in figure 4.10 where the dimensions are in [cm]. 

60cm 

Granite Block 

17.5 cm 

1cm 
H • 

Vibrating Source 

Array 30 cm 

Ground 

Figure 4.10: Schematically location of hologram, aluminium and granite plates 

The real experimental setup for this situation is shown in figure 4.11. 

Figure 4.11: Experimental setup for acoustical holography at presence of reflecting surface 
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The measurements are done again by a scan-based method and the total region of 
measurement which has been covered contains the pressure measurements at an 
array of 48 x 40 points where the distance between each two adjacent measurment 
points is 0.S[crn]. 

Due to the differences between theoretical assumptions and the experimental sit
uations, specifically because of the finiteness of the plates, one of the first things 
that should be realized is that how much similarity has the experimental situation 
with the situation modeled in chapter 3 to judge if the pressure field is reflective 
or not and if the proposed adapted propagator can be applied or not. In order to 
perform such an assessment, the difference between SPL in the free field and in the 
reflective field should be considered and compared with the simulation presented 
in section 3.5.4.3. It should be mentioned that the excitations in the free field and 
the reflective field should be identical to be able to subtract their sound pressure 
levels. Also as explained before in section 3.5.4.3 the average SPL should be calcu
lated and measured on the same number of measurement points which is an array 
of 48 x 40 for measurements and also numerical simulations. 

Table 4.3: SPLR - SPLF based on measurements 
Frequency ~SPL[dB] 

100 12.3 
120 11.9 
140 11.4 
160 10.9 
180 10.5 
200 10.1 
220 9.8 
240 9.5 
260 8.9 
280 8.7 
300 8.4 

The average difference between SPL in different fields for four repeated experi
ments are brought in table 4.3. Shortly, the average of measured sound pressure 
level between four experiments in reflective field, excited by identical excitation, is 
subtracted from the average sound pressure level between four experiments made 
in free field. 

Comparison with table 3.8 shows that there is a difference of 4 to 6 [dB] in ~SPL 
which is caused by the finiteness of the reflecting plates, sound absorbtion by dif
ferent components present in the environment of measurements especially by the 
plates themselves. 
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X 10-4 

s 

(a) (2,2),f=219 (b) (1,3),f=331 (c) (3,l),f=409 (d) (2,3),f=558 

Figure 4.12: The vibration modes obtained by PNAH in reflective field using free field 
propagator for the FFFF plate, the eigenfrequencies are in [Hz], The figures show normal 
velocity of plate in [ ~ ]. 

(a) (2,2),f=219 (b) (l,3),f=331 (c) (3,l),f=409 (d) (2,3),f=558 

Figure 4.13: The vibration modes obtained by PNAH in reflective field using adapted prop
agator for the FFFF plate, the eigenfrequencies are in [Hz], The figures show normal veloc
ity of plate in [ ~ ]. 

In the reflective field the main focus is on reconstructing the first 4 modes. Firstly 
the velocity field will be reconstructed by the free field propagator and then by 
the adapted propagator and lastly a comparison will be made between these 
two approaches. This goal is fulfilled by border padding the measured array of 
24 x 20[cm2] toa surface of 96 x 96[cm2] and then performing other steps of post 
processing. 

The reconstructed velocity in the reflective pressure field using the free field prop
agator is plotted in figure 4.12. 

As it is seen the general shape of the first modes are reconstructed successfully. The 
reconstructed velocity in the reflective pressure field using the adapted propagator 
is plotted in figure 4.13. Comparing figures 4.12, 4.13 shows that reconstruction 
with the adapted propagator is closer to the FEM result in showing more details. 
Generally the modes identified by the free field propagator are somehow blurred 
and have lost some details. 
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4.5 Discussion 

The frequency of the first four reconstructed modes in the reflective field is iden
tical to those which were found in free field experiments but they do differ from 
eigenfrequencies calculated in the numerical part. The reason might be the differ
ence between mechanica! properties of the plate in the experiment and the assumed 
values in the numerical calculations or the usual sources of error in practical tests. 
The elasticity of joints that connect the shaker to the plate can be another source of 
difference. 

The differences in tables 4.3 and 3.8 shows that the proposed setup differs in reflect
ing characteristics with the assumed models in chapter 3 but still the constructed re
flective pressure field differs from the free field and the effectiveness of the adapted 
propagator and the free field propagator in reconstructing the velocity was the sub
ject of next question. Experiments showed that both propagators were successful 
in reconstructing the general mode shapes but the error should be calculated too. 

Finally a comparison is made between these two reconstructions with respect to the 
mode shapes governed in the free field measurement. The result is brought in table 
4.4 as an average error for 4 repeated experiments. Also a comparison is made 
between maximum values of each reconstructed mode shape where the result is 
shown in table 4.5. 

Table 4.4: Average reconstruction error with respect to free field reconstruction for the free 
field and adapted propagators 

Mode index Error using free field propagator Error using adapted propagator 
(2,2) 9.2 6.5 
(1,3) 9.9 6.8 
(3,1) 11.4 7.4 
(2,3) 11.8 7.9 

Table 4.5: Average reconstruction error at maximum velocity of plate with respect to free 
field reconstruction for the free field and adapted propagators 

Mode index Error using free field propagator Error using adapted propagator 
(2,2) 6.5 4.8 
(1,3) 7.8 5.9 
(3,1) 8.2 6.4 
(2,3) 9.6 7.5 

It is seen that reconstruction using the adapted propagator is more successful than 
using the free field propagator which confirms the simulation results in chapter 
3. Reconstruction is done near the source and as mentioned in chapter 3, in these 
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regions the difference in reconstruction using the two different propagators, does 
not differ a lot but the adapted propagator leads to better reconstruction. 

4.6 Conclusions 

Before performing the measurements, the completely free plate is studied using 
FEM analysis to derive the vibrational modes and eigenfrequencies. In order to 
gain more knowledge about the environment of the experimental measurements, 
some measurements are made when the shaker is turned off and as a result, the 
effect of power supplies near the microphones is recognized and explained. 

In experimental validation section, first the plate is excited by random noise and in 
free field environment. Based on the information provided by this study, 18 out of 
the first 20 modes have been reconstructed with good accuracy. In the next step, the 
reflective field is constructed using a granite plate. The difference in SPL of the free 
and the reflective field showed that the experimental situation does not completely 
comply with the theoretica! assumptions. The main reasons are the finiteness of 
the reflecting plates, impedance irregularities present at the surface of the reflection 
plates and the sound absorbtion by other components present in the environment 
and also the noise. Finally the first four modes were reconstructed by the adapted 
propagator and the free field propagator. It was shown that the adapted propaga
tor has improved velocity reconstruction less than 4 percentage in reflective field 
compared to reconstruction in the reflective field using the free field propagator 
which is in agreement with the numerical simulations result while there does exist 
a small difference between the numerical simulation and the experimental mea
surements which is caused by various error sources such as thickness variations 
across the plate, the difference between real and assumed mechanica! properties 
of aluminium plate, the added weight of shaker and connecting rod, the finite ele
ment approximation and the boundary conditions which might not be completely 
free because of the presence of forces in thin strings. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and 
Recommendations 

5.1 Conclusion 

In this study, the possibility of doing holography in the reflective fields with one 
layer of hologram and in specific situations is studied. The problem is modeled 
as a vibrating source in the presence of a completely reflecting block above it. The 
source itself and the block are assumed to reflect back all the incident waves. Reflec
tion is studied and the specular reflection is considered in modeling the problem. 
Modeling this situation which is called flutter echo (successive, repetitive reflec
tions, between two opposing reflective surfaces) results in derivation of an adapted 
propagator. 

An adapted propagator instead of a free field propagator is used to solve the prob
lem of reflections in PNAH. In the numerical simulations, the effect of frequency, 
the distances from source to the array and the reflecting block (a, d) are studied in 
detail: 

Simulations show that for fixed values of the frequency and fixed ratio between the 
distances from the source to the array to the source to the block, (j, 1 are constants) 
and for a varying value of the distance from the source to the block (d), the higher 
this distance (d) is, the less effect the reflection has. It can be concluded that for 
relatively high { the reverberation has no effect in constructing the pressure and 
consequently reconstructing the velocity. 

When the frequency and the distance between the source and the array (j, a) are 
constants and the distance between the source and the block (d) can change, then 
for higher values of this distance (d), less reflections should be taken into account 
in order to construct the reflective pressure field which reveals that by increasing 
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the distance between the source and the reflective surface, the effect of reflections 
becomes less and because of this fact, for larger distances between the source and 
the block (d), fewer errors are seen in reconstruction too. 

Keeping the frequency and the distance between source and reflecting block (f, d) 
as constant values and changing the distance between source and array (a) showed 
that in the region near the source, fewer reflections are required for the pressure 
construction. Also for smaller values of the distance between the source and the 
array (a) less error is seen in reconstruction using the adapted propagator. 

In another simulation a comparison is made between reconstruction using the free 
field propagator and the adapted propagator. As a conclusion reconstruction by 
the adapted propagator is more accurate than the free field propagator. When mea
surements are made near the source, the difference between these two approaches 
of reconstruction are small and by an increase in a, the difference grows gradually, 
also the errors increase by an increase in the frequency generally. 

In another study, the working frequency is changed but the distances from the 
source to the array and the reflecting block (a, d) were kept unchanged during sim
ulations. An increase in the frequency, increases the required reflections for con
structing the pressure field too. It can be concluded that when staying far from the 
coincidence point the reconstruction error using the adapted propagator is stable 
but increasing the frequency and getting near the coincidence results in a sudden 
increase in the errors. As a conclusion safe distance should be maintained from the 
coincidence to have a successful reconstruction. 

Finally the effectiveness of reflections is studied by comparing the SPL in the re
flective and the free fields. 

Measurements are done to validate the effectiveness of proposed approach. Be
fore doing the measurements, an FEM analysis is made on the plate to study it 
in more details. Then the vibrational modes of a completely free plate have been 
detected in free field. The reflective field was made using a granite block. In the 
next step a study was done to assess effectiveness of reflections in practice which 
showed that the practical pressure field is different from assumed simulated pres
sure field mainly because of finiteness of reflecting surfaces. Finally measurements 
are done in the reflective field by the adapted and the free field propagator and a 
comparison showed the effectiveness of the new proposed approach as one expects 
in simulations. Although there was a small difference between numerical results 
and experimental validation section, but they were in agreement with each other 
and the difference can be explained because of using simple models in numerical 
simulations while in practice the ideal case almost never occurs, for instance varia
tion in thickness of the plate might be a source of error or added mass of connecting 
rod between shaker and plate is not considered in simple models. 
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5.2 Recommendations 

There are some opportunities to conduct further research in this area. As it was 
mentioned before, in this study, specular reflection from a planar wall is taken into 
account and diffuse reflections, reflections from side walls or irregularity shaped 
walls and scattering from other objects present in the room are not considered. One 
can add one or more of these effects in considering reflection to make the models 
closer to reality. For instance, considering finiteness of the reflecting faces or irreg
ularities present at the reflection surfaces and generally constructing more realistic 
pressure field can be a challenge and a more complex study is needed. Wave char
acter of sound propagation should taken into account in addition to more complex 
boundaries. This can be done using other methods such as wave extrapolation or 
green functions and Helmholtz integral. 

This study showed the powerful effect of selecting cut-off wave number in regu
larization. Finding amore accurate procedure to select the proper cut-off point au
tomatically is another open area which can help in doing holography on unknown 
subjects with more confidence and automatically specially when acoustical holog
raphy is going to be used in some applications to provide useful data as input in 
con trol loops. 

Another possibility is the idea of border padding in different directions with differ
ent orders especially for problems that possess symmetry in their velocity field or 
consequently in their pressure field. 

In order to assess the repeatability and the reproducibility of experiments to be 
able to comment about them confidently , much more experiments should be made 
from the statistica! point of view. The other possible research is performing many 
other experiments and analyzing the results statistically. 
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SPL versus Frequency in Practical Tests 
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Figure Al: SPL diagrams of practical tests 
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Appendix B 

Short study on repeatability of 
measurements 

The repeatability is the variability of the measurements obtained by one person 
while measuring the same item repeatedly and is a measure of the success rate 
in successive experiments. Different methods do exist in obtaining and quantify
ing the repeatability of an experiment based on the nature of the measurement or 
experiment itself. One of the most known ways to report the repeatability is the 
standard deviation which is derived by, 

_ ✓[(x1 -µ)2+(xi-11)2+-··+(xN-1')2] 
CT- N . 

Where µ = x1+x2t·•-+xN. 

1t is well known that the normal distribution is considered as the most prominent 
probability distribution in statistics. If large number of experiments are made, then 
one can assume that the result distribution of performed experiments has the nor
mal distribution. 

The standard deviation er and the mean value µ, determine the probability of exis
tence of a measurement around the mean value with a difference of multiplication 
of er as is plotted in figure B.l. As a conclusion, the smaller the standard deviation 
is, the more repeatable the experiment is. 

Four measurements were made in experimental validation section in each condi
tion (the free and the reflective pressure fields). This section tries to answer the 
question that how repeatable are experiments in the reflective pressure field. The 
peak value of normal velocity in first detected mode (mode (2,2)) is selected as the 
base for calculating standard deviation. The mean value for peak of the normal 
velocity in mode (2,2) between four successive measurements is 6.76 x 10-4 [m/s]. 
The standard deviation for these four measurements is 0.49 x 10- 4 . 
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Short study on repeatability of measurements 
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Figure B.l: Plot of a norrnal distribution 
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lntroduction 

Among all different sound imaging methods, PNAH, a 
full-field and non-contact measurement method, pro
vides more information about interconnected noise
vibration characterization. One of the most important 
challenges and sources of error is the presence of echoic 
environments. This study tries to answer the question 
that if PNAH is possible in a specific reflective field with 
just one layer of hologram. 

Proposed Approach and Adapted Propagator 

The reflective field between the baffled vibrating source 
and the infinite reflecting barrier parallel to it is con
structed because of the reflection from both surfaces. 
The pressure field is modeled based on the specular re
flection. Based on the presented model and using the 
mirror imaging method, the adapted propagator is pro
posed: 

Reflectlng Barrler M•• uremtnt array 

lmaglnary lmaglnary\ /. lmaglnary lmaglnllf)I 
sou rce 3 source 1 a 900Urct 2 soourct 4 .,....,_ 

2d d 
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Figure 1: Symbolic presentation of modeled system in Ref/ective field 

Numerical Results 

The influence of different parameters such as the dis
tance between the source and the reflecting barrier (d), 
the distance between the source and the measurement 
array (a) and the frequency (f) is studied. Based on the 
results, the smaller the J is, the better the results are 
and a safe distance should be maintained in frequency 
domain from coincidence point to have a successful re
construction. 
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Experimental Validation 

Technische Universiteit 
Eindhoven 
University of Technology 

Aluminium and granite are used as the vibrating source 
and the reflecting barrier to examine the adapted prop
agator in practice. The reconstructed mode shapes 
in reflective field using the adapted and the free field 
propagators are compared with the reconstructed mode 
shapes in the free field using the free field propagator. 
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: 1--•ng-
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Figure 2: Schematically location of hologram, aluminium and granite 
plates in experimental tests . 

a) b) c) d) 

Figure 3: One of the plate mode shapes, reconstructed by: a) an FEM 
analysis b) the free field propagator in the free field c) the free field 
propagator in the ref/ective field d) the free adapted propagator in 
the ref/ective field 

Conclusion 

The most important result in numerical simulations is 
validated by experimental tests. The adapted propagator 
is able to reconstruct the velocity in the reflective pres
sure field more successfully. 
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